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1. Introduction 
Traditionally it is said that regressive phonological processes are more 
prevalent than progressive ones. Borowsky (2000) argues that progressive 
processes such as voicing assimilation are caused by the satisfaction of IDWD 
requiring faithfulness to word, and that progressive processes are productive. 
However, there is no ample evidence of the productivity of progressive processes in 
phrasal level phonology. 
I argue that regressive phonological processes are predominant and productive, 
and that faithfulness to word does not cause progressive processes in phrasal level. 
In phrasal level phonology, well-formedness and markedness constraints play a 
role in surfacing the optimal forms produced by regressive processes. Moreover, 
phonological phenomena in phrasal level show that regressive processes are 
productive as well as predominant, and that progressive processes are not always 
caused by IDWD blocking. 
This paper proceeds as follows: In section 2, I review the analysis of 
progressive and regressive processes discussed by Borowsky (2000) and point out 
that his analysis does not apply to phrasal level processes. In section 3, I analyze 
regressive phonological processes in phrasal level. In section 4, I discuss 
progressive phonological processes in phrasal level. Concluding remarks are in 
section 5. 
2. Borowsky's Analysis of Voicing Assimilation 
English has both regressive and progressive voicing assimilation between 
stem and affix as well as between morphemes. Borowsky (2000) analyses these 
assimilation processes as well as those of other languages. In this section, I will 
outline Borowsky's (2000) analysis of assimilation in English and examine his 
argument concerning the nature of progressive processes. I will discuss regressive 
assimilation in section 2.1 and progressive assimilation in section 2.2. 
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2.1 Regressive Assimilation 
Regressive voicing assimilation can be observed when a voiced segment is 
adjacent to a voiceless segment, and vice versa. The regressive voicing assimilation 
in affixed forms affects stem-final segments before suffixes. In 2.1.1, I will cite 
some data concerning regressive voicing assimilations from Borowsky (2000). 
2.1.1 The Data 
The examples in (1) exemplify regressive voicing assimilation in which the 
change in voicing shows up in the base and not in the affix. 













(From Borowsky (2000)) 
The assimilation in (1) is limited to a relatively small number of idiosyncratic 
lexical items and occurs frequently with fricatives. 
2.1.2 Analysis of Regressive Assimilation 
Borowsky (2000), following Lombardi (1999), argues that regressive voicing 
assimilation in English can be accounted for the interactions of the following 
constraints and their rankings. Note that the constraints in (2a -c) are proposed by 
Lombardi (1999) and the constraint in (2d) is proposed by Borowsky (2000). 
(2) Relevant constraints for regressive assimilation 
a. AGREE: Obstruent clusters agree in voicing. 
b. *LAR: No laryngeal features. 
c. IdentLaryngeal(IDLAR): Consonants should be faithful to underlying 
laryngeal specification. 
d. IDMs: Do not change a morpheme which consists of only one segment. 
The constraints listed in (2) are introduced to account for regressive voicing 
assimilation. Assimilation is due to satisfaction of the constraint AGREE which 
requires that sequences of obstruents have the same value for voicing. However, 
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this constraint says nothing about the direction in which assimilation should occur 
and thus progressive assimilation is equally possible as a means of satisfying this 
constraint. Voicing is privative and marked. This is encoded in the constraint *LAR 
which is violated by voiced consonants though not by voiceless consonants. The 
constraint, IdentLaryngeaHIDLAR), says that faithfulness formulated as a 
correspondence constraint between input and output ensures that voicing of 
segments does not change. The constraint, IDMS, requires the affix be faithfully 
parsed, since the affix laryngeal value remains faithful in regressive voicing 
assimilation. The constraint ranking in (3) accounts for regressive voicing 
assimilation in (I). 
(3) Evaluation (Borowsky 2000) 
/leaf+ z/ AGREE lDMS 
a. lea[fz] *! 
b. lea[fs] *! 
@"' c. lea[vz] 
In tableau (3), candidate (3a) is eliminated due to the violation of markedness 
constraint, AGREE. Candidate (3b) is not selected as the optimal, since it is not 
faithful to the underlying plural suffix and violates IDMS. Candidate (3c) is the 
winner, since it does not violate both high-ranked AGREE and IDMS constraints. 
He assumes that English plural suffix is voiced fricative /z/, rather than 
voiceless fricative /s/. Thus the constraint, IDMS, requiring faithfulness to the 
underlying plural suffix /z/ can determine the direction of assimilation. 
2.2 Progressive Assimilation 
In English progressive voicing assimilation produces a sequence of 
consonants in which the right consonant shares laryngeal feature with the left one. 
This voicing assimilation occurs in regular inflection plural. From this observation, 
Borowsky (2000) argues that progressive voicing assimilation in English is highly 
productive in contrast to regressive voicing assimilation. 
2.2.1 The Data 
The examples in (4) show that it is always the affixes which show the change 
1n their laryngeal value. I will cite some data concerning progressive voicing 
assimilations from Borowsky (2000). 
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(4) regular inflection plural: 












(From Borowsky (2000)) 
As seen in (4), both affix and stem-final segment share the laryngeal value as a 
result of the assimilation of the affix to the stem-final segment. Borowsky (2000) 
argues that the affix is in the word-level and shows the predicted effect of 
faithfulness to word. 
2.2.2 Analysis of Progressive Assimilation 
Lombardi (1995) analyses voicing assimilation which accounts for the fact 
that voicing assimilation is generally regressive. As noted by Lombardi (1995), 
progressive voicing assimilation occurs quite rarely in the languages of the world 
while regressive voicing assimilation is frequent. In Borowsky (2000), it is argued 
that it is progressive voicing assimilation which occurs productively in English 
while regressive assimilation is observed only in the irregularities of the language. 
Borowsky (2000) argues that the phonology selects the progressively assimilated 
forms when faithfulness to word is required, rather than the regressively 
assimilated forms which have changes in the word. To account for the difference 
between progressive and regressive assimilation, Borowsky (2000) introduced 
faithfulness constraint IDWD and argues that it should be satisfied in progressive 
assimilation. This constraint refers the identity of the laryngeal feature in the 
word. 
(5) IDwD: Do not change features of the WORD. 
(Borowsky (2000)) 
Borowsky (2000) argues that progressive voicing assimilation can be evaluated 
with the following constraint ranking. 
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(6) Evaluation (Borowsky 2000) 
/cat+z/ lDWD AGREE 
a. ca[tz] *! 
Gr b. ca[ts] 
c. ca[dz] *! 
In tableau (6), candidate (6a) is ruled out by the violation of the higher ranked 
markedness constraint, AGREE. The optimal candidate (6b) wins over (6c), since 
the faithfulness constraint IDWD is violated by the regressively assimilated form 
{6c). 
As shown in (6), the interword progressive voicing assimilation is induced by 
the highest ranking of IDWD. As Borowsky (2000) argues, IDWD guarantees the 
productivity of progressive voicing assimilation while AGREE and IDMS compel 
regressive voicing assimilation. However, this is not the case in the phrasal level. 
The interword assimilation is predoml.nantly regressive process in phrasal level. In 
the next section, I will analyze the data concerning regressive phonological 
processes and show that regressive processes are more productive than progressive 
processes in phrasal level. 
3. Regressive Phonological Process 
In this section, I will discuss phonological processes in phrasal level. The 
data include consonant elision and vowel nasalization. It is shown that regressive 
processes ·are productive. 
3.1 Consonant Elision 
In this section, consonant elision will be discussed. The data in (7) are cited 
from Giegerich (1992). 
(7) consonant elision: 
a. hold still 
b. thousand times 




The data in (7) show that consonant elision simplifies the consonant cluster, and 
results in falling sonority over the syllable boundary. 
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3.1.2 Analysis of Consonant Elision 
As I mentioned above, consonant cluster is simplified by consonant elision. 
This is induced by the general prohibition of syllabification by which codas are less 
sonorous than onsets. Syllable Contact Family (Davis 1998) determines which 
segment of the complex coda is deleted. In hold still, the complex coda /ld/ contacts 
with the following complex onset /st/. In this case, a segment /d/ is deleted from the 
complex coda /ldl. Elision of the segment /dl is due to avoiding rising sonority 
between the coda and the onset. If no consonant elision occurs, the syllable contact 
/ld.st/ causes sonority to rise over the syllable boundary, since the word-final coda 
/d/ is less sonorous than the onset Is/. To avoid this sonority rise, the segment /dl 
must be deleted from the complex coda /ldl, and falling sonority over the syllable 
boundary results from the coda deletion. This well-formed syllable contact is 
realized by the satisfaction of the following constraint. 
(8) Syllable Contact (SyllCon): Avoid rising sonority over a syllable boundary. 
Syllable Contact Slope also determines the elision of complex coda. In 
thousand times, both /nd. t/ and /n. tl respect Syllable Contact. However, the contact 
of /n. t/ is preferred over those of Ind. tl, since the sonority distance between In/ and 
It/ in the former is greater than the sonority distance between /dl and /t/ in the 
latter. The following constraint in (9) is introduced to produce more desirable 
syllable contact. 
(9) Syllable Contact Slope (SCS): Have greater sonority distance over a syllable 
boundary. 
Following Davis (1998), there is the universal ranking between two constraints of 
Syllable Contact Family. SyllCon is ranked over SCS as follows: 
(10) SyllCon » SCS 
The constraint ranking in (11) and (12) can account for consonant elision in 
phrasal level. The high-ranked constraint, SyllCon determines the survivor of 
consonant elision rather than IDWD does. IDWD is dominated by other two 




/hold still/ SyllCon 
a. hold.still *! 
b. hod.still *! 
GY' c. hol.still 
In tableau (11), candidate (lla), which has the complex coda, is eliminated due to 
its violation of SyllCon. Candidate (11b) is also eliminated, since the sequence of 
/d.s/ causes rising sonority and fatally violates the constraint, SyllCon, which 
requires rising sonority over a syllable boundary. Thus, candidate (11c) is selected 
as optimal. 
(12) Evaluation 
/thousand times/ SyllCon scs 
a. thousand. times *! 
b. thousad.times *! 
GY"c. thousan.times 
In tableau (12), all candidates satisfy SyllCon, since the sequences of /d.t/ and /n.t/ 
have level or falling sonority. However, candidate (12a) and (12b) crucially violate 
SCS, since /d.t/ has the same sonority distance. Thus, candidate (12c) which has 
greater sonority over a syllable boundary is selected as optimal. In the next section, 
I will discuss vowel nasalization. 
3.2 Vowel Nasalization 
The phrasal level nasalization is illustrated by the following examples, where 
a nasalized segment marked with a tilde [-] and italics indicate nasalization. The 
data in (13) are cited from Kaisse (1985). 
(13) Vowel nasalization 
a. I saw Nora. 
b. I neither saw nor heard him. 
c. Food you eat raw needs careful preparation. 
d. The Shah never left Egypt. 
e. He chose you, no doubt. 
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The data in (13) show that vowel nasalization occurs in the word-final vowel 
immediately preceding the word-initial nasal consonant. Any vowel-final word 
undergoes nasalization when the next word begins with a nasal and no pause 
intervenes. 
3.2.1 Analysis of Vowel Nasalization 
It is shown in section 3.1.2 that IDWD is dominated by two well-formedness 
constraints in regressive consonant elision. Vowel nasalization argues that IDWD is 
ranked over by Identity constraint and two well-formedness constraints. In the 
nasalization in phrasal level, any vowel-final word undergoes nasalization when 
the next word begins with a nasal and no pause intervenes. It is necessary to 
satisfy the constraint that an oral vowel is prohibited before a nasal. Following 
Kager (1999), I introduce *VORAL N constraint that is the markedness constraint 
banning the sequence of an oral vowel and a nasal consonant. 
(14) *VORAL N: Sequence of an oral vowel and a nasal consonant is prohibited. 
Moreover, there is another possible candidate to be considered. It has any less 
sonorous consonant in onset position, and is subject to SCS constraint. We prevent 
the onset nasal consonant from changing to any less sonorous consonants by the 
effect of SCS. Positional faithfulness constraint ensures that onset is preserved in 
output. To enforce the featural preservation of onset, the following positional 
faithfulness constraint banning any featural change in onset should be introduced. 
(15) IDENT (onset): Input segments in onset position must be identical. 
IDWD does not play a role in vowel nasalization, since the nasal assimilation 
incurs the featural change in the word. IDENT (onset) is ranked higher than IDWD 
to avoid any change in onset. The nasalization, which is a regressive phonological 
process, is evaluated in the tableau below. 
(16) Evaluation 
/saw Nora/ *VORALN !DENT (onset) scs lDWD 
a. saw Nora *! 
@" b. saw Nora 
c. saw Dora *! 
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In tableau (16), candidate (16a) is eliminated, since it violates *VORAL N requiring 
the oral vowel to be nasalized. The remaining candidates (16b) and (16c), both 
violate IDWD. However, candidate (16c) violates IEDNT (onset) ranked higher than 
IDWD. Thus, candidate (16b) is the winner over (16c). 
This analysis shows that regular phonological processes occur regressively 
and can be accounted for by the ranking that may be responsible for interword 
processes as well. In addition, though IDWD does not play a role, it is clear from the 
analysis that the phonological processes are productive. The productivity of 
regressive assimilation is against Borowsky's (2000) prediction. It could be claimed 
that the productive regressive processes in phrasal level implement the 
improvement of pronounciability at the cost of the preservation of the word. 
4. Progressive Phonological Process 
In this section, I will discuss progressive phonological process, r-insertion 
which occurs in phrasal level. The analysis of this process casts a question on 
Borowsky's (2000) argument that progressive assimilation takes place when word 
faithfulness blocks. 
4.1 The Data 
In this section, I will discuss the phonological process called r-insertion. The 
data in (17) are cited from McMahon (1994) and listed as follows: 
(17) r-insertion 1 
a. law[r] and order 
b. put a comma[r] in there 
c. the idea[r] is 
d. Tessa[r] O'Brien 
The examples in (17) show that consonant /r/ is inserted as an onset of the 
following word when a vowel-final word precedes to a vowel-initial word. In other 
word, r-insertion occurs to resolve hiatus. 
4.2 Analysis of r-insertion 
Borowsky (2000) argues that progressive phonological processes such as 
voicing assimilation are productive and they are caused by the satisfaction of IDWD 
which requires faithfulness to word. However, this is not the case in phrasal level 
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phonology. As exemplified in (17), in r-insertion, consonant /r/ is inserted as an 
onset of the following word when there is a sequence of vowels between morphemes 
or over a word boundary. This process is induced because there is a general 
constraint which prohibits onsetless syllables. The following ONSET constraint 
bans onsetless syllables. 
(18) ONSET (ONs): Syllables must have Onsets. 
A general prohibition against onsetless syllables plays a crucial role in 
r-insertion which is regarded as one of the progressive phonological processes. It is 
important to note that IDWD does not work in r-insertion and is dominated by ONS. 
The constraint ranking in (19) evaluates r-insertion. 
(19) Evaluation 
/the idea is/ ONS IDWD 
a. the idea is *! 
-:Jf' b. the idea[r] is 
In tableau (19), candidate (19a) without r-insertion is excluded, since it violates 
higher ranked ONS that bans onsetless syllables. Candidate (19b) which has no 
violations of well-formedness constraints is selected as optimal. 
This analysis shows that progressive phonological processes take place 
though faithfulness to word does not block. It would be evidence against 
Borowsky's (2000) argument. It is clear that IDWD constraint does not always 
trigger progressive phonological processes at least in phrasal level. 
5. Concluding Remarks 
In this paper I have argued that regressive phonological processes are 
productive as well as progressive processes that are caused by faithfulness to word. 
The evidence which arises from phrasal level phonology supports our argument. I 
have discussed consonant elision, vowel nasalization and r-insertion which apply 
to different kinds of input forms, and shown that well-formedness and markedness 
constraints play a crucial role in surfacing the output forms produced by 
productive regressive processes. I have claimed that the productive regressive 
process in phrasal level is a direct consequence of a general condition restricting 
coda and onsetless syllable and in order to improve pronounciability. I have shown 
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that progressive processes do not always take place when faithfulness to word 
blocks regressive processes, and it follows from the discussion in this paper that 
the effect of word faithfulness is an epiphenomenon that arises from the 
satisfaction of markedness constraints. 
* I wish to thank Hideyuki Hirano, Seiichiro Kikuchi and Yuuichiro Fukumitsu for 
helpful comments and suggestions. 
Note 
1. According to McMahon (1994), r·insertion occurs in the following context: 
4> > [r] I Jo: a: e/_V 
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